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A funny story happened to me: readers threw a link to a site with "banned" books. Apparently, a 
group of enthusiastic parents is compiling a list of harmful works in pursuance of the Federal Law 
on the Protection of Children from Information containing propaganda of violence, drugs and 
pornography.

"Look at this stuff! "were written by readers. They banned "Inch" and "Frost" and "Goose Swans"!

I opened a website, I'm watching. Indeed, all "counted": "Kolobok" for elements of cruelty, 
"Dyumovochka" for the illegal retention of Dyumovochka mouse, forcing to marry a mole and a 
toad "Sick people," I thought. Unnecessarily disturbing parents who are trying to protect their baby, 
like in a greenhouse," and posted a link on its page on the social network.

What started here...

"Are they coming to my house to burn books?"

"How will the ban be enforced?"

"What can they do? What powers do they have?"

I explain: they can't do anything! Nowhere does it say that these "responsible parents", as the 
authors of the list call themselves, have any influence: they just fill the site at their own discretion.

Readers do not believe: "Responsible parent is a purchased official status! They are officials!"

The link was reposted: "The toads tricked Dumovochka into cohabitation, and now Andersen will 
be banned...". Someone had already suggested collecting signatures against the site...

"What are you, delusional? Finally, a sensible man came into the discussion. It's an old fake! Funny,
yes. But it gets even funnier with every person who believes..."

It all explained: the site was made to discredit the law that has stepped on the feet of Internet 
dealers. And discredited nobly, although the text of the document directly written: works of great 
artistic value, the subject of this law are not (Russian folk tales have such value as a classic of 
children's world literature).

It remains to laugh at yourself... ...and think   cheap essay writing service.

Why do we believe so much in evil?

This is not the first provocation against the authorities. And not the tenth: enough to remember the 
conversations of past years. About the tax on habitation in the size of hundred thousand roubles (at 
an average salary of twenty thousand), about eviction of the Moscow pensioners to province, about 
a ban of incandescent lamps and their replacement by lamps so expensive that for illumination of an
apartment again the salary would not suffice...

I can object that there were not fairies, but just real plans of the authorities, and only the people's 
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indignation (the power of anger, the flame of passion) did not allow to realize the horrors.

I don't know. It seems to me that if the government has decided something, it will do without any 
regard for the Internet. Over the past year, every bill has caused a lot of public outcry and protest, 
and yet...

Maybe that's the reason. Does it seem that the government can do anything that it can't hear us?

Someone supports the authorities in banning gay propaganda but immediately opposes uncontrolled
migration, the abolition of maternity capital...
My experience with cheap essay writing service..
Everyone has a sad experience of communication with the state: badly calculated pensions, 
documents lost by officials, the selected dacha plot on which the pipeline was built. And there is a 
force of inertia: people believe in bad (on the part of officials) immediately and unconditionally, in 
good no. Try to put an entry on the Internet tomorrow: "Putin signed a peace treaty with Japan and 
gave the Kurils under it," you will see...

And at the same time, go to a page to my friend who posted: "Medvedev has transferred a month's 
salary to help the flood victims. As soon as commentators don't make fun of this noble act: the 
arguments from "he is on full state support, he doesn't need a salary" to "PR on disaster". And no 
one even thinks to say "thank you" to a man who could just not list anything, not a penny no matter 
how many penny do not enumerate these cynics In general, the balance is not yet in favor of the 
authorities. The power of dissatisfaction with what is happening in the country is higher than 
satisfaction.

And we can't blame it on the Internet users alone.
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